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BADMINTON 

 
The student will be active and prepared daily for physical activity. The students will understand rotation and scoring for a doubles 

game. 

The student will be able to demonstrate the proper serve. The students will be able to demonstrate a rally with a partner. 

The student will be able to demonstrate the drive, drop, smash, 
and clear shots. 

 

 
History 
 
Badminton originated in India centuries ago.  The Court is 44’ long and 20’ wide for doubles, 17’ wide for singles, and the net is 5’ high.  
Badminton is the sort of game that can be enjoyed by anyone from the very first time he or she picks up a racket.  The equipment is 
light and inexpensive, the game fast and challenging and the action is stimulating. 
 

Terms 
 

  1.  Carry- momentary holding of the shuttle on the racket during a shot. 
2.  Clear- high, deep shot hit to the back boundary line. 
3.  Crosscourt- diagonally from one side of the court to the other. 
4.  Drive- a fast, hard low shot that flies horizontally over the net. 
5.  Dropshot- soft shot that falls just over the net. 
6.  Fault- any violation of the rules or a playing error. 
7.  Flick- a quick wrist shot which is used when you are close to the net. 
8.  Hairpin- short shot that starts and finishes close to the net and goes up and down. 
9.  Let- any situation that requires a point to be played without penalty. 
10.  Service Area- box in which you must stand to serve. 
11.  Setting- changing the number of points needed to win the game. 
12.  Shuttlecock- another name for the bird. 
13.  Smash- a hard, overhand shot which drives the bird downward. 

 

Playing Tips 

1.  Serve short in doubles and long in singles. 
2.  Use wrist action for control, power, and deception. 
3.  When you can, hit the bird toward your opponent’s backhand side. 
4.  After you hit most shots, you should return to a position in the center base of the court. 
5.  Move your opponent around by hitting the shuttlecock towards the four corners of the court using the clear and drive to 

move your opponent back and the hairpin and drop shot to move your opponent up. 
6.  Force your opponents to hit the bird up. 
7.  Remember which box you started in to help you keep track of your score. 
8.  When playing by yourself against two people (cut-throat), you should run the back person from side to side and avoid the 

up person. 
9.  In doubles when you serve, you should stay and play the up position. 
10.  In doubles when your partner receives the serve, you must react to where the serve goes.  If the serve is short, you go 

and play the back position and vice-versa if the serve is long.                   
 

Playing Rules and Regulations (Official and C.R.) 
 
1.  A regulation game consists of 21 points.  You must win by two points but if the score is tied at 29 to 29, the game is won by 
the first player to score 30 points. 
2. Points can be scored on every serve (rally scoring). 
3. All serves must be underhand with the racket below the wrist and waist. 
4. All serves must go diagonally from your service box into your opponent’s service box, and you must stand in the service 
area box to serve. 
5. In both singles and doubles, players must serve from their right hand service box if their score is even and from their left 
hand service box if their score is odd. 
6. Players should only change their service boxes if they score points when their team is serving. 
7. The server should call out the score before serving. 
8. If a serve hits the net, goes over, and lands in the correct box, it is a legal serve. 
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9. If a shot hits the net, goes over, and lands in bounds, it is a legal shot. 
10. The net or its supports may not be touched with your body or the racket during play. 
11. The bird must go over the net without touching the standards. 
12. Players may not reach over the net to play the shuttlecock. 
13. Players must clearly hit the bird and not carry it or hit it twice in a row. 
14. If you touch the bird with your body or racket, you have played it. 
15. A shuttle that hits the line is in play (good). 

 


